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A tour of the Carneros Alambic Distillery is a rich blend of age-old tradition, technology, and 
folklore - not unlike the brandy that's made there. Set among the rolling hills outside Napa, 
California, the distillery ages nearly 4,000 barrels of the oldest and rarest stock in North 
America. 

Tasting is prohibited on the unorthodox tour, but our oenophile guide fills us with brandy facts: 
Brandy is not fermented; it's distilled young, fresh wine; and the Persian word alambic translates 
into English as "godlike vessel." After some introductory remarks, a computerized working 
model prepares us for the Still House. 

It takes a keenly developed nose to sniff and whiff through an evaluation of six separate distilled 
grape varietals. Eight shiny copper alambic potstills - comparable in size to a small car, in shape 
to a genie's lamp - fill the room with their bubbling and hissing. Shipped from France, these pots 
are replicas of those used for centuries in Cognac. 

Most California brandies undergo a single distillation in a continuous-column still, but the 
Carneros Alambic double-distills one batch at a time. From the first distillation, the brandy 
maker retrieves the heart, known as the brouillis, and distills it a second time. The heart of the 
second distillation, or eau de vie, is carefully selected for aging in Limousin oak barrels. For 
every ten gallons of wine distilled, only one gallon of brandy is produced. 

We stroll through the pastoral grounds to the Barrel House, which is stocked with oak-lined 
barrels of the world's finest brandy. The Barrel House doors creak open. Gregorian chants rise. 
Superstitious by nature, I dodge a floor mural of two cherubs. A heady, velvety, spicy aroma 
satiates my senses. That smell, I am told, is the angels' share, and like every pleasant detail at 
Carneros Alambic, there's a story steeped in folklore that explains. 

Centuries ago, the church was responsible for aging brandy, a liquor that was used for religious 
and medicinal purposes only. Though the brandy was carefully apportioned, three percent of the 
aromatic elixir consistently evaporated. Stumped by the loss and unable to attribute it to an 
earthly culprit, the powers that be wrote it off to angels who came at night to sip. 

The Carneros Alambic Distillery is located at 1250 Cuttings Wharf Rd. Tours are offered daily 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call (707) 253-9055 for more information.


